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Let G be a locally compact connected topological group. Let Aut0 G be the identity component of the group
of all bi-continuous automorphisms of G topologized by Birkhoff topology. We give a necessary and sufficient
condition for Aut0 G to be locally compact.
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Let G be a connected locally compact (Hausdorff) topological group. Let AutG
denote the group of all bi-continuous automorphisms of G topologized by Birkhoff
topology ([1,2,3,1113], [4]). Let Aut0G be the identity component of AutG. In general,
Aut0 G is not locally compact. The purpose of present note is to give a necessary and
sufficient condition so that Aut0G is a locally company group. Precisely, we show the
following condition holds:

Theorem. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Let Aut G be the group of all
bi-continuous automorphisms of G topologized by Birkhoff topology. Let AutG be the
identity component of AutG. Then Aut0G is locally compact if and only if one of the
following two conditions holds.

(1) The dimension of the centre Z(G) of G is finite.

(2) The closure of the commutator subgroup of G is uniform in G, i.e. G/[_G,G]~ is
compact and Aut G is a Baire space, i.e. it satisfies the Baire Category Theorem.

When Aut0 G is locally compact, Aut0 G is the direct product of an analytic group and
a compact connected group with trivial centre.

We note when G is a second countable locally compact group, then Aut G is a Baire
space. Aut0G is a closed subgroup of AutG. It is also a Baire space ([11]).

In [1], it was shown Aut0 G is locally compact if G is a compactly generated locally
compact group and Auto(Go) is locally compact. So our results here cover the case
when G is a compactly generated locally compact group.

The proof of the above theorem will be proceeded by a sequence of lemmas. Some of
them have their own interests.

From now on, G will be a connected locally compact Hausdorff topological group. It
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is well known that G has maximal compact subgroups ([6]). Maximal compact
subgroups of G are conjugated by inner automorphisms and they are connected. Every
compact normal subgroup of G is contained in every maximal compact subgroup. There
exists a (unique) maximal compact normal subgroup K of G. G is a pro-Lie group and
G/K is an analytic group.

Lemma 1. Let F be the identity component of the centralizer of K in G. Then
G = FK. Both F and K are characteristic subgroups of G. Let Q = F r\ K. Then Q is the
maximal compact subgroup of the centre of F. Furthermore, Q is the maximal compact
normal subgroup of F.

Proof. Let F be the centralizer of K in G, i.e. F' = {xeG: xk = kx for all keK}.
Then G = F'K (cf. [6, Theorem 2]). We have the following natural isomorphism
F'/FKnF'-*F'K/FK. Since FKnF' contains the identity component F of F, hence
F'/FKnF' is totally disconnected unless F' = FKnF. Since F'K/FK = G/FK is con-
nected, therefore F' = FKnF' and G = FK = FK. It is clear that K is a characteristic
subgroup of G. F is the centralizer of K, hence F is also characteristic in G. Let Z(F) be
the centre of G. Z(F) is compactly generated, so Z(F) has a (unique) maximal compact
subgroup X. Then XczFnK since X is compact and normal in G. On the other hand
F n K is central in G. Therefore F n K = X. Finally, let Y be the maximal compact
normal subgroup of F. Since Y is a characteristic subgroup of F, it is normal in G (in
fact, characteristic in G). Hence 7 c K . We have XaYczF nK — X. We conclude
Q = F n K is also the maximal compact normal subgroup of F. The proof of the lemma
is now complete.

We preserve all the notation in the above lemma throughout the rest of this note.

Lemma 2. Let a be any automorphism from Aut0 G. The restriction of a to Q is an
identity map.

Proof. Since K is a characteristic subgroup, we have the restriction map 7t:AutG-»
Aut K. Then 7r(Aut0 G) is a connected subgroup of Aut K. Since Aut A/Inn K is totally
disconnected ([6, Theorem 1]), therefore n(o) = o~IK is an inner automorphism. Because
Q is central in K, n(o) — a/Q is the identity map.

Proposition 3. Aut0 G s Aut0 F x Aut0 K.

Proof. Let T be any automorphism of F from the identity component of Aut F. Since
Q is a characteristic subgroup of F, so x{Q) = Q. By the same argument as in Lemma 2,
the restriction of x to Q is the identity map. Hence, we can extend T to an
automorphism x' of G simply by defining t'(xfc) = r(x)k for xeF and keK. Similarly, for
every <7eAut0K, a can be extended to an automorphism a' of G by cr'(xk) = xa{k).
Hence Aut0 G is isomorphic to the direct product of Aut0 F and Aut0 K.
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Corollary 4. Aut0 G is locally compact if and only if Aut0 F is locally compact.

Proof. Since Aut0 K is compact, Aut0 G is locally compact if and only if Aut0 F is
locally compact.

We quote the following results for reference.

Lemma 5. [7]. If dim Q is finite, then F is a finite-dimensional connected locally
compact group and Aut F is a Lie group.

Lemma 6. Let [F, F] be the subgroup of F generated by the commutators of F. If
dimQ is not finite and Aut0F is locally compact, then F/[F,F~\~ is compact.

Proof. F/\_F, F] ~ is isomorphic to the product of a vector group V and a compact
connected abelian group. If F/{_F,F]~ is not compact, V is not trivial. Then F is a
semi-direct product of a normal subgroup Ft and a one parameter subgroup R,F =
Ft • R. Let <p be any continuous homomorphism from R into Q. Define the auto-
morphism ô , of F by ff^(xr) = xr<p(r) where xeFl and reR. When Q is an infinite
dimensional compact abelian group, given any integer w, there exists a compact
subgroup Qn such that Q/Qn is isomorphic with the H-dimensional torus group T". Thus
for every n, Aut0F/Qn contains a closed subgroup V'n which is isomorphic with the
n-dim vector group R", V'n={op.fieHom(R, T")}. Let 6n be the quotient map from Q
onto Q/Qn. Define d* from Uom(R,Q) to Horn(R,Q/Qn) by St{<t>) = SK°<t>. Since every
homomorphism from R into T" can be lifted to a homomorphism from R into Q, (cf.
[10]), therefore 5* is an epimorphism. Because QK is a subgroup of Q where Q is
pointwise fixed by Aut0F, there is a natural homomorphism nn from Aut0F into
Aut0F/6n. Let Fn = {<r,^0eHom(J?,0}c=AutoF. Since S* is an epimorphism, TtB(Fn) =
V'n for every n. This shows that for each integer n, Aut0F has a homomorphic image
which contains a n-dim vector group. When Aut0F is locally compact, this is
impossible. Therefore we conclude that FI\F,F]~ must be a compact group. The proof
is complete.

Corollary 7. Let M be a maximal compact subgroup of F. If FI\F, F ] " is compact
= [F,F]M.

Proof. Let n be the canonical homomorphism from F onto H = F/Q. Then TT(M) is a
maximal compact subgroup of H. Observe that H does not have non-trivial compact
normal subgroup. Hence the nilradical N of H is simply connected. Let R be the radical
of H. Let N' be the radical of [H.ffJ. Then N' is a simply connected normal closed
subgroup of N. By Proposition 6, R/N' is compact. Thus R<^N'it{M). Then
i/ = [i/,/Tj7t(M). And we have F = [F,F]M as desired.

8. Since F is a connected locally compact group, locally F has a direct product
decomposition. This means there exist a local Lie group L and a compact normal
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subgroup D such that [L, £)]=(1) and LD is a neighbourhood of 1 in F. Since F is
connected, F = {J?=1(LDy = ({J?=1L

n)D = ([J?=1L)Q. Let J2? = U«°°= i ** Then IF,F\ =
[&Q, £CQ] = [if, i f ] . SO [if, i f ] is a characteristic analytic subgroup of F. Assume now
that F/[F,F~\~ is compact. Because M is a maximal compact subgroup. [F,F]~M =
[F,F]M = F. Therefore F = [if,j5f]M. Since F = ifQ, if is a normal subgroup.

Lemma 9. Let LxD be a neighbourhood of 1 in F with L a local Lie group and D a
compact subgroup. Let J? = [J™=1L". Assume F/[F,F]~ is compact. Then every element
s e i ? can be expressed as SiS2 with s1 G\_S£,<£~\ and s2 a compact element.

Proof. By Corollary 7, F = \F,F~\M = [_<£, <£]M. Let se£f. Then 5 = 5 ^ for some
sle[<£',3?~] and s2eM. Then s2 = Silse£f n M. Hence s2 is a compact element in if.

We need some information about the space of all maximal compact subgroups of F.
The following fact is known ([8, Section 5.3]): Let H be a Lie group and P be a compact
subgroup of H. Then there exists an open set 0 in H,PcO with the property that if P' is
a compact subgroup of H and P'<=0, then there is an element h in H such that
/ i" 'P' / icP. Moreover given any neighbourhood W of the identity of H,0 can be so
chosen that for every P ' cO the desired h can be selected in W.

Now let us assume H is an analytic group. So H has maximal compact subgroups.
Let <& be the space of all the maximal compact subgroup of H. Let P e 9. Let JfH{P) be
the normalizer of P. Since any two maximal compact subgroups of H are conjugate by
an inner automorphism, in view of above observation, it is natural to identify <3f with
the left coset space H/J^(P). Now we shall apply these results to the group F. Let X_ be
the space of all maximal compact subgroups of F. Let n be the canonical map from F
onto H = F/Q. Since every maximal compact subgroup of F contains the maximal
compact normal subgroup Q, so n(X) = <W. Let MsX_. Then X can be identified with
FIJfF{M). Observe that FIJfF{M) is homeomorphic with HjJfH{nM)). It is a homo-
geneous analytic manifold.

Lemma 10. Assume that [F, F] ~ is uniform in F. Let M be a maximal compact subgroup
of F. Let i e Aut0 F. Then there exists an element f in F such that the restriction of x to
M coincides with the restriction of the inner automorphism If to M defined by f. (Cf.
Remark 21).

Proof. First we show there is a global cross-section with respect to the fibre space F
over F/^VF(M). Let n be the canonical homomorphism from F onto H = F/Q. Let
M' = n(M). M' is a maximal compact subgroup of H. Notice that H is an analytic group
without non-trivial compact normal subgroups. Therefore, the nilradical N of H is
simply connected. Because H/[H,FT]~ is compact, H = NB where B is a maximal
reductive subgroup of H and M' <= B. Let T be the maximal compact central torus of B.
Let Bl = B/T and M1 = M'/T. Then Ml is a maximal compact subgroup of the
semi-simple analytic group Bt. It is known that the normalizer Ji,(Mi) is connected.
We sketch a proof. Clearly, we may assume that Bl is a simple analytic group. Since the
last statement is a general statement, temporarily we change the notation to simplify the
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presentation. Let S denote a non-compact simple analytic group and P a maximal
compact subgroup of S. If P is a trivial subgroup, then the normalizer of P is S itself
and the normalizer of P is connected. Now suppose P is non-trivial. Let Z be the centre
of S. Let £ be a maximal compact subgroup of S/Z. Since S/Z is a linear simple group,
E is its own normalizer and also it is a maximal closed proper subgroup of S/Z (cf. [5,
Exercise A.3. Chapter 6]). Let n be the canonical map from S onto S/Z. Let E' = n~1(E).
By a theorem of G. D. Mostow, every analytic group is homeomorphic to the direct
product of a maximal compact subgroup and a Euclidean space (i.e. exponential
manifold, cf. [4, Theorem 3.1, Chapter 15]). So S/Z is homeomorphic to Ex I where / is
a Euclidean space. During the course of proving Mostow's theorem, it was shown that S
is homeomorphic to the product n~l(E)xI (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.3 Chapter 15 of
[4]). Thus E' = n~1(E) is a connected group. It is a covering group of E since the centre
Z is discrete. Thus E' is a direct product of a compact group P* and a vector group V.
Clearly, P* is a maximal compact subgroup of S. Furthermore, P* is non-trivial since
all maximal compact subgroups of S are conjugate by inner automorphisms and P is a
non-trivial compact subgroup of S by assumption. We claim P* x V is the normalizer of
P* in S. Let R be the normalizer of P* in S. Then P*xV<=R. This implies
E = n(P*x V)<=n(R). Since n(P*) is non-trivial, so n(R) cannot be S/Z. Otherwise it
would contradict the fact that S/Z is a simple analytic group. Hence n(R) = E; a fortiori,
R = P* xV. It is connected. Because any two maximal compact subgroups in S are
conjugate, therefore the normalizer of P is also connected. Now let us go back to our
original notation. We conclude ^ ( M J is connected; a fortiori J/"B(M') is connected.
Now, let x = nb be any element in H = NB which normalizes M'. Then (nb)(m)(nb)~1 =
n(bmb~l)n~l eM'<= B for every meM'. Since AT is a normal subgroup of H, from the
semi-direct product structure of NB, we have n(bmb~1)n~l(bmb~l)~1 eN n B and
bmb'leM'. Therefore beJ^(M') and n commutes with M'. Let N' = {neN;[n,M'] = l}.
Then N' is an analytic subgroup of N. So J^(M') = N'JfB{M'). It is an analytic
subgroup. It is known that H is homeomorphic to the direct product of M' with a
Euclidean space E (the exponential manifold, cf. Chapter 15 of [4]). Since J^(M') is an
analytic group, M'c ^(M1) <= H. There is a global cross-section n':H/J^H(M')->H with
respect to the fibre space H-*H/J^,(M'). Since F/J/~F(M) is homeomorphic to
accordingly we have the global cross-section n:F/^VF{M) to F.

Now, for each TeAut0F, x(M)eX = F/Jr
F(M). So I~{T\M))<>r{M) = M. Observe ^ |

T/M:TeAut0F} is a connected subset of Aut0M. Hence the restriction of / ^ M ) ) 0 T t o

M coincides with an inner automorphism defined by an element of M; a fortiori, z/M
coincides with the restriction of an inner automorphism defined by an element / of F.
Now the proof of the lemma is complete.

Corollary 11. Assume F/[F,F]~ is compact. Let LxD be a local direct product of F
with L a local Lie group and D a compact normal subgroup of F. Let S£ = [J™= j L". Then
S£ is Aut0 F invariant.

Proof. By Lemma 9, every element <fej£f is the product t^2 with (vs\_S£,JSf] and
/ 2 e M. Since [J5f, if] is a characteristic subgroup of F, it is Aut0 F invariant. By Lemma
10, Aut0 F(/2)e^f since J£? is normal in F. Hence S£ is Aut0F invariant.
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Keep all the notation from Corollary 11. Let S£* be the analytic group which is
obtained from i£ by adding L as a neighbourhood of 1 in 2?. Let 0 be the identification
map from if* onto jSf. Let <f be an element in S£. We shall adopt the convention:
p* = Q-\t). Since F is isomorphic with (if*xD)/A where A = {(d*,d~l):deDnif},
every automorphism a* of 5£* which leaves ^* = (Z)nif)* pointwise fixed defines an
automorphism a on F by the rule: a{6) = 0(a*{/*)) for all ifGJS? and a(d)=d for de£>.
Thus we have a continuous isomorphism 0* from Aut(if*,^*) into AutF. Here
Aut (if*, ^*) denotes the group of all the bicontinuous automorphisms of if* which
leaves S* pointwise fixed and 9*(a*) = a. It is clear that 0*(Auto (if*, Si*)) <= Auto F.
Now, given any T e Aut0 F, since T leaves £C invariant, so x defines an automorphism T*
of if* by the rule: T*(/*) = T(/)*. We show that x* is bi-continuous. Let V* be
any compact neighbourhood in i£*. Then there exist countably many elements {/,*} in
^* such that £e* = Uf=1tfV*. Since 0 is continuous, 0(<f*F*) is compact. Since T is.
continuous, T O 0(<f * K*) is compact. Thus

Q<£*= Q 0 - i O T O ^ * F * ) = Q
1

countably union of closed ets. Therefore T*(V*) has non-void interior. Similarly,
T*~\V*) also has non-void interior. We conclude x* is bicontinuous. And
0*(Aut(j&f*,0*))=>AutoF.

Proposition 12. Assume [F, F] is a uniform subgroup of F. Then Aut0 F is an
analytic group if and only if Aut0F is a Baire space, i.e. it satisfies the Baire Category
Theorem. In particular, when F is a second countable group, then Aut0F is an analytic
group.

Proof. We keep all the notation from the discussion before this proposition. Let
Aut! (if*, ®*) = 0*"1 (Aut0 F). Since Aut0 (if*, ©^cAut^if*,^*), Autt (if*,S>*) is a
Lie group with countable many components. If Aut0F is a Baire space, then
0*(Auto (J^*, 2*)) = Auto F. Because 6* is an injection, a fortiori, Auto F is an analytic
group. Conversely since every locally compact topological group is a Baire space, so
Aut0 F is a Baire space when it is an analytic group. This finishes the proof of the first
part of the proposition. Now, if F is a second countable group, the compact-open
topology on Aut0 F is complete. Since the Birkhoff topology on Aut0 F coincides with
the compact-open topology [3], therefore Aut0 F is an analytic group in this case.

Remark 13. Let G be a connected locally compact topological group. Let L x K be a
local direct product of G. Let if = (J"=1L". Let i£* be the analytic group obtained from
i£. Let 6 be the identification map from 5£* into G. Let <?(if*,®*) denote the semi-
group of all the endomorphisms of ^£* which leave @* = 0~1(K n£f) pointwise fixed.
We can define an isomorphism 0* from <f(if*,©*) into &{G) by the rule x* = x, where
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T(<0 = 0(T*(/*)) for <fe.S? and T(k) = k. It was stated in [3] that 0* is a bicontinuous
isomorphism from &{S£*,2)*) onto its image. It is not difficult to see that 6* is
continuous. However, the proof of the continuity of 9*~l in [3] seems incomplete.
Especially, the argument given in line 14, p. 370 of [3] is not clear to us. Precisely, let I
be a local Lie subgroup of L. Let x{L) aDxL. In general, it is unclear why T(L) has to
be inside L. One sufficient condition for this to be true is that D is totally disconnected
(cf. [7]). Even if we assume that r(jS?)(=J5f,J2' = (Jn

0O
=1L

n, in general, L # i f r\D, so one
cannot always draw the conclusion T(L) <= L.

Proof of the main theorem. (I) If Aut0 G is locally compact, then Aut0 F is locally
compact by Corollary 4. If Aut 0 F is locally compact, then either dimF is finite or
F/[F,F~\~ is compact by Lemma 6. As we remarked before, Aut 0 F is a Baire space
when it is locally compact. This finishes the proof in one direction.

(II) If dim Q < oo, then Aut0 F is an analytic group by Lemma 5. Aut0 G is locally
compact by Corollary 4. Now in the case dim Q is not finite, then G/[G, G] " is compact
by assumption. Then F/[F,F~\~ is compact. By Proposition 12, Aut 0 F is an analytic
group. A fortiori, Aut0 G is locally compact.

Now, we shall study the problem: when AutG is locally compact. We keep all the
notation from previous discussions.

Lemma 15. G = FS where S is the (almost-direct) product of a family of compact
simple analytic subgroups of the maximal compact normal subgroup K of G and F is the
identity component of the centralizer of K.

Proof. By Lemma 1, G = FK. Since G/F is connected, so G = FK0. Since Ko is a
compact-connected group, Ko = AS where A is the identity component of the centre of
K and S the product of a family of compact simple analytic subgroups. Hence
G = FAS = FS since A <= F.

Let Qi = Qr\[.F,F]~. Let 0 be a continuous homomorphism from G into QY.
Define the automorphism T0 on G by T0(X) = X$(X) for xeG. Let <p{G;Qi) =
{ }

Lemma 16. <f>G; Qt) is a closed normal subgroup of Aut G.

Proof. Given any 0eHom(G;Q1), <j> is trivial on [G,GY = [F,F]~S. Let ere AutG.
Then crt<t,(l>~l(x) = (T{o~1(x)<f>(<T~1(x)) = xo<t>o~l(x)e<l>(G;Ql) since Ql is a characteristic
subgroup of G and cr0CT"1£Hom(G,Q1). <f>(G;Qi) is a normal subgroup of AutG. Now
let r0n be a net converging to T. Then lim T^JX) = lim x0n(x) = T(X), limt^n(x) =
limx0n(x) = T(x), for xeG. Then x"1T(x) = lim<^n(x)eQ1. Define 0(X) = X~'T(X). There-
fore 0 = lim (pn and (f> e Horn (G; Qt).
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Let n be the canonical homomorphism from G onto G/Q^S. Then n induces an
homomorphism 7i*: Aut G-»Aut G/QjS.

Lemma 17. Let T be an automorphism of G which is in the kernel of n*. Then T=T1T2

with Tj e ^ G , ^ ) and T2 leaves F point-wise fixed,

Proof. Since z(xQlS) = xQlS, x"1T(x)eg1S for all xeG. Let xeF. Then x'1r(x)eF
since F is a characteristic subgroup of G. Therefore x~lz(x)eF r\QiS = Qi(F nS). Since
F n S is totally disconnected and {xx~l{x)\xeF} is connected, hence x~lz(x)ethe
identity component of Qv In particular, this shows that <f>(x) = x~lx{x) is a homo-
morphism from F into Qx and T(X) = X</>(X) for xeF. Now let x e F n S . Then
x~1x(x)eFnS. As noted before, FnS is totally disconnected. But {x~lx(x):xeF}cz
identity component of Qv This implies that X~XT(X) = 1 when xeFnS. Hence we can
extend 4> to FS simply by defining <j>(S) = l. Let T ^ T ^ . Then x2 = r'[ix is an
automorphism such that T2(X) = X for all xeF. It is clear that T = T1T2 = T2T1. NOW the
proof of the lemma is complete.

Proposition 18. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Assume that G/[G, G] ~ is
a finite-dimensional group. Let G = FS where F is the identity component of the centralizer
of the maximal compact normal subgroup K of G and S is the semi-simple part of K. Let
Q be the compact part of the centre of G. Then Aut G is locally compact if and only if
the following conditions hold:

(1) Horn (G, Qi) is locally compact where Q^ = Q n [F, F] ~.
(2) Aut (S, Z(S)) is locally compact, where Z(S) is the centre of S.
(3) (<A(G; Qi) Aut(G; F)) Aut0G is an open subgroup and it is a Baire space. Also

Aut0 G is a Baire space.

Proof. First, note Aut (S,Z(S)) can be identified with Aut (G;F) since every automor-
phism a of S which leaves its centre pointwise fixed can be identified with an
automorphism of G simple by defining CT(X) = X when xeF. Now we proceed to the
proof.

(I) Necessity. Let n be the canonical homomorphism from G onto G/Q^S. Let 7t* be
the homomorphism from AutG into AutG/QjS induced by n. Since Ql is the maximal
compact normal subgroup of \_F,F~]~, [F,F]~/Gi is an analytic group. By assumption,
G/[G,G]~ = G/\_F,F~\~S is a finite-dimensional group, so G/Q^S is a finite-dimensional
group. Aut G/^S is a Lie group by Lemma 7. Hence Aut0 G/Q^S is an open analytic
subgroup of AutG/QiS. If AutG is locally compact, then n*~i(Aut0G/QlS) is an open
subgroup of Aut G. This implies that (Aut0 G) (ker n*) is an open subgroup of Aut G. So
we know (cfriGiQJ Aut (G; F)) (Aut0 G) must be an open subgroup. It is locally compact,
so it is a Baire space. Conditions (1) and (2) also follow immediately since they are
closed subgroups of locally compact groups.

(II) Sufficiency. By condition (3), Aut0G is a locally compact cr-compact group.
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Let <f>A = <p(G;Ql) Aut (G;F). Then we have a continuous isomorphism from
Aut0 G/(Aut0 G)n<j) onto <f> Aut0 G/4>. Since Aut0 G/<t> n Aut0 G is a-compact and locally
compact and 0Aut o G/$ is a Baire space, hence $Aut 0 G/$ is locally compact. Since
<P = <M.G'>Qi) x Aut(G;F), it is locally compact. Therefore <f>AutoG is locally compact. By
assumption, it is an open subgroup of Aut G. Therefore Aut G is locally compact.

We say G has property (C) if there is a local direct product LxD of F such that
[if, i f ] is closed in J5f where i ? = Uf=, Ln.

Proposition 19. Assume G has property (C). Let M be a maximal compact subgroup of
G. Let B(M) be the subgroup of Aut G consisting of all the automorphisms of G which
leave M invariant. Then Aut G = (Aut0 G)B(M). B(M) is locally compact if and only if
there exists a compact subgroup <f> of B(M) such that (pB0(M) is an open subgroup of
B(M) and $ leaves [F, F ] " pointwise fixed. Here B0(M) is the identity component of
B(M).

Proof. Given any re AutG, there exists an inner automorphism Ix such that
JX(M) = T(M). A fortiori, l~loxeB{M). Since IxeAut0G, therefore Aut G = (Aut0 G)B(M).
Assume now that B(M) is locally compact. Then there exists a compact, totally
disconnected subgroup 0' such that <f>'B0(G) is an open subgroup of B(M). (This is a
fact from the general structure theorems of locally compact groups.) Choose a local
direct product LxD such that (1) [Sf,£f] is closed in if where Sf = (jn°°= tL"; (2) LxD
is <p' invariant. Then [if, if] is a characteristic subgroup so it is AutG invariant. The
group \_S£,Z£~\ can be given an analytic group topology which will be denoted by
\_^,Sey. Let r be the restriction map: Aut G-• Aut [F,F]~, r{x) = x\{_F,F]~. Since r(x)
leaves \_^£,i£~\ invariant, r(t) defines an automorphism r(x)* of ^,£f~\*. Let
Autj[if,if]* denote the subgroup {r(T)*:xeAutG and x leaves D invariant}. We show
that Auti [if, i f ]* is a closed subgroup of the Lie group Aut [if, if]*. Let r*0- 1(r)
where r=Dn [&,&] and 6 is the identification map from [&,&']* onto \_^£,^£\ Then
F* is a discrete central subgroup. Let Aut([if, if]*, F*) be the group of automorphisms
of [_^,Sey which leaves T* pointwise fixed. Let Aut ~ ([if, if] *,T*) be the subgroup of
Aut [if , if]* which leaves T* invariant. Then Aut ([if, if]*, T*) cAut! [if, i f]* <= Aut~
([if,if]*,r*). Because Aut ([if, if]*, T*) is an open subgroup of Aut~ ([if, if]*, T*),
Autj [if, i f ]* is a Lie group. Let 8* be the injection from Autt [if, i f ]* into
Aut [F,F]*. Since i\<j>') is a compact, totally disconnected subgroup in 0*(Autx [if, if]*),
a fortiori, it is a Lie group. Therefore we have a subgroup <p of finite-index in $' such
that r[(j)) is the trivial subgroup. It is clear B0(M)(p is open in B(M). Now the proof of
the proposition is complete.

Remark 20. When AutG is locally compact, then Aut0G and B(M) are both locally
compact. Conversely, when Aut0 G and B(M) are locally compact, in general we do not
know if Aut G is locally compact or not. It is clear that, when G is a second countable
locally compact group, then Aut G is Baire space. Aut G is locally compact when B(M)
is locally compact by a standard Baire categorical argument.
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Observe that the subgroups (^(GiQi) and Aut(G,F) defined in Proposition 19 are
subgroups of B(M). In the general case, i.e., without the assumption that G/[G, G] ~ is
finite-dimensional, dim Q/Qt may be infinite. Q could be very complicated. Our present
knowledge on the automorphisms of compact, connected abelian groups is not enough
to give a further satisfactory characterization of B(M).
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